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Abstract. This introduction offers conceptual reflections to frame the special stream on statistical and data literacy in policy-
making. It discusses the relevance of the use of statistics and data in politics and highlights their impact on policy-making.
It underlines the need for and identifies key meanings of statistical and data literacy in policy-making. It also highlights how
statistical and data literacy in policy-making is specific. Finally, it presents the individual contributions to the special stream that
originate from the ISI World Statistics Congress 2021 Invited Paper Session on ‘Statistical and Data Literacy in Policy-Making’.
The session was co-organised together with the Director of the IASE’s International Statistical Literacy Project (ISLP), Reija
Helenius, to whom we are extremely grateful for linking our activities to the ISLP.
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1. Setting the scene for the special stream1

In the shadow of post-factual contested politics,
interest-driven political reasoning and partisan commu-
nication, legitimate policy-making depends more than
ever on the capacity of political actors to make deci-
sions based on transparent and accessible evidence. Ad-
hering to the principles of evidence-informed policies,
reliable information thus plays an indispensable role
in democratic politics and decision-making. Within it,
statistics and data2 are key manifestations of quantita-
tive evidence about the state and society. They are hence
essential tools of evidence-informed policy-making.

1The special stream on “Statistical and Data Literacy in Policy-
Making” in the present SJIAOS 38:2 consists of contributions by Wal-
ter Radermacher on “Statistical Awareness Promoting a Data Culture”
Giulio Sabbati on “Statistical and Data Literacy: A Practitioner’s
View on Policy-making: How to provide independent, objective and
authoritative data and information for policy-making”, Milo Schield
on “Satistical Literacy: Seven Simple Questions for Policymakers”,
and Katharina Schüller on “Data and AI Literacy for Everyone”.

2For the purpose of this special stream and to reflect the practice
of political decision-making, the terms ‘data’ and ‘statistics’ are used
together to include the multiverse of metrological instruments that
are used as quantitative evidence in policy-making. Such instruments
include official statistics on the one hand and indicators, indices,
composite indicators, and/or scoreboards prepared by other actors
than NSO on the other.

With the ‘evidence turn’ in policy-making [1–8],
statistics and data have become instruments of collec-
tive political action. They measure social reality, offer
insights into progress in development and have the po-
tential to identify correlations and trends relevant to in-
forming policy design. As such, they are used to derive
at, explain and justify policy choices. This link between
statistics, data and politics turns quantitative evidence
into a central policy instrument and makes its use a
specific feature of evidence-informed policy-making.

Such use of statistics and data in democratic policy-
making is subject to the principles of legitimacy, trans-
parency and accountability, but also to preference-
building and negotiation. Within policy-making, statis-
tics and data become subject to scrutiny. The political
power that emerges from their use is open to contes-
tation over the choice and quality of the evidence at
hand. In this way, the use of statistics and data supports
deliberation in political processes and fosters participa-
tory structures between data producers and users that
engage in promoting quantitative evidence as opportu-
nity structures. The former do so to support evidence-
informed policy-making, the latter to define and defend
policy priorities. Through these systemic interlinkages,
the use of statistics and data becomes open to multiple,
strategic and value-based considerations that support,
defend and/or contest quantification choices as much as
political interests [9].
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Accompanying these developments, the landscape of
data sources and the ways of using statistics and data
in policy-making have grown significantly and become
easily confusing for any non-data scientist engaged in
public policy. These developments nurture literacy re-
quirements that impact on and are impacted by political
actors’ capacity to select, evaluate and process data.
Understanding statistics, working with data, analysing
and arguing through data, therefore, became essential
challenges for professionals working in public policy
analysis, policy preparation, policy-making, decision-
making, evaluation and scrutiny. To improve the impact
of statistics and data on politics, it is hence important
to analyse what constitutes statistical and data literacy
in policy-making and how it can be promoted.

For the purpose of this special stream, i.e. to inspire
conceptual reflection on the topic, we define ‘actors
engaged in policy-making’ to include public officials
engaged in policy preparation and implementation as
well as political decision-makers. We also pay attention
to citizens as principals and recipients of public policies
and the addressee of political communication. Despite
this broad perspective, we are aware of the differentia-
tion of literacy needs depending on the role and position
of actors in policy-making and on their contribution to
the policy process. Throughout their analysis, the con-
tributions to the special stream reflect aspects of such
differentiation. For a further categorisation of statistical
and data literacy demands according to actors’ roles
and positions see Schüller in this special stream and in
her previous work [10].

2. The meaning of statistical and data literacy

Contemporary political and professional life requires
distinct types of skills and literacies related to statis-
tics and data. These include among others information
and media literacy; communication and visualisation
literacy; digital literacy; computational and machine
learning literacy; statistical and ethical literacy.

An ever-increasing group of individuals and profes-
sionals need to be statistics and data literate. Apart from
statisticians, these are – to name only the most obvi-
ous ones – policy, business and data analysts; data sci-
entists; data (protection) officers; data architects and
database administrators. The skills they require range
from data collection and production; to data analysis,
interpretation and visualisation, trends analysis and pre-
dictive analytics; to development of data strategies, cre-
ation of institutional data cultures and monitoring of
data protection regulations.

These literacy needs are yet not only relevant for
professionals dealing with statistics and data. Also cit-
izens require statistical and data literacy to assess the
validity and accuracy of quantitative evidence used in
political and media communication and, ultimately, to
judge and control the quality of democratic political
decision-making [11,12]. As Engel correctly concluded,
an “enlightened citizenry that is empowered to study
evidence-based facts and that has the capacity to man-
age, analyze and think critically about data is the best
remedy for a world that is guided by fake news or obliv-
ious towards facts” [13]. In the same vein, Sharma un-
derlines that “[h]aving a good grasp of social statistics
can help citizens deal with a complex array of issues and
participate actively in public debates and assert their
rights” [14] and Koga recommends that “citizens must
be capable of evaluating such statistical information
thoroughly before making any decisions” [15].

When it comes to defining statistical and data liter-
acy, a uniform definition is missing [see [14,15]] and
there is a huge body of literature to consult to identify
its meaning [see, among many others [12,14,18]]. In a
narrow understanding, data literacy includes the ability
to critically read, analyse, process, interpret and argue
with data. A broader perspective captures knowledge,
skills and value dimensions and also relates to method-
ological, technical, and socio-cultural capacities. It em-
braces ethical concerns about data production and use;
the ability to preserve and protect data; to communi-
cate data in a contextualised manner; and to understand
the quality of data, data sources, methodologies, ana-
lytics, techniques, and technologies applied to analyse
data. The latter elements link to digital literacy which
is discussed by Schüller in this special stream.

In view of combining aspects of statistical and data
literacy, within the special stream, we follow the assess-
ment of Gould who includes data literacy in an aug-
mented definition of statistical literacy to reflect the
increased role and relevance of data in everyday life.
While he argues that the set of knowledge defining sta-
tistical literacy often includes a functional differentia-
tion between “the needs of consumers of statistics from
those of producers of statistics” [12], he underlines that
such definition “falls far short . . . of what is required
for life in modern democracies” [12]. He, therefore,
proposes an extended definition of statistical literacy
that includes elements of data literacy, such as “under-
standing who collects data” and how; “understanding
issues of data privacy and ownership”; “create basic
descriptive representations of data to answer questions
about real-life processes”; and “understanding the im-
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portance of the provenance of data” [12]. The contri-
butions to this special stream reflect the extended role
of both statistics and data in society and policy-making
and relate to Gould’s augmented definition of statistical
literacy.

3. Is statistical and data literacy specific in
policy-making?

In view of omnipresent and seemingly omnipotent
technologies and advances in open data, Giovannini
concludes that “the ideal of the ‘fully informed deci-
sion maker’ should be a reality” [19]. He yet also high-
lights that “[u]nfortunately, this is far from the case.
As Einstein put it, ‘information is not knowledge’ and
although citizens are bombarded by information on a
constant basis, this bombardment does not necessarily
bring about knowledge” [19]. The essential facilitator
turning information into knowledge for policy-making
and beyond is not only open access to statistics and
data, it, more importantly, is statistical and data literacy.

As outlined above and in a previous contribution to
this journal [9], the use of statistics and data in policy-
making is an essential means of doing politics and an
indispensable ingredient of evidence-informed policy.
It is a political instrument that can support the emer-
gence and/or preservation of power. In a metrological
and post-metrological way, it impacts both the social
construction of knowledge that is regarded as relevant
in and for politics (in contrast to experience) and on
governance processes that rely on statistics and data
as sources of factual evidence. Both effects are of rel-
evance when looking at why statistical and data liter-
acy in policy-making is important and specific. They
show that policy-making requires particular capacities
to understand statistics and data in context and certain
‘meta-skills’ to identify the implications of their use in
policy-making.

Looking at the knowledge effects of statistics and
data in politics, those engaged in policy-making need to
be able to identify the side effects of using statistics and
data. They need to be sensitive to the fact that statis-
tics and data, as quantitative approximations to reality,
represent knowledge constructs themselves (‘knowing
through data’) and that these constructs are used to pri-
oritise for the public good instead of merely represent-
ing ‘neutral facts’. Therefore, the selection of statistics
and data for policy-making requires ethical reflections
and justification. Actors engaged in policy-making need
to understand that, apart from their descriptive (‘observ-

ing through data’) and diagnostic power (‘scrutiny by
data’), statistics and data also possess normative power
(‘stipulating by data’) in politics. They also need to un-
derstand that, within policy-making, statistics and data
support political deliberation (‘arguing through data’),
motivate and justify political prioritisation (‘agenda-
setting by data’) and can serve as dominant political
knowledge (‘framing through data’). They need to un-
derstand that the use of statistics and data can be influ-
enced by political, strategic and value-based considera-
tions that champion adequate rather than best available
quantitative evidence (‘proving through data’). Sensi-
tivity to potential feedback loops between the produc-
tion of statistics and data and policy development is
especially important to understand that quantification
is political (‘data for policy’, ‘policy from data) and
that it, therefore, needs to adhere to ethical principles
and quality standards. This overall awareness needs to
be coupled with the insight that statistics and data can
define what they are meant to describe instead of ‘only’
measuring a certain reality (‘understanding data’) and
that oversimplification and difficulties to develop com-
mon understandings of complex social phenomena im-
pact data collection and selection. These issues demand
interlinkages between and responsiveness of statistics’
production and the policy context, which data shall
inform [9,20]. Actors engaged in policy-making need
to acquire the skills and capacity to work critically
with these new forms of knowledge. Within this spe-
cial stream, Schield offers seven questions, with which
those engaged in policy-making can scrutinise these
usages of statistics and data to better understand their
potential knowledge effects.

In terms of governance effects, actors engaged in
policy-making require skills to analyse how statistics
and data are used by whom for what purpose in what
type of policy-making contexts (‘data as evidence’).
They need to be able to understand that statistics- and
data-based processes impact governance (‘governing
by data’, ‘governance of data’), affect who partici-
pates in policy-making and that statistics and data di-
rectly take over different governance functions (‘col-
lective action through data’, ‘steering by data’, ‘ruling
by data’, ‘controlling with data’, ‘advocacy through
data’). Moreover, they need to be sensitive to the power
dimension and impact of statistics and data in interest-
formation, preference-building (‘community-building
through data’) and negotiations (‘(ab)using data’) and
to the fact that their use is interest-driven and context-
dependent (‘data in evidence arenas’). Therefore, spe-
cial attention is required to the fact that statistics and
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data have become a target of instrumentalisation and
politicisation which can endanger democratic decision-
making. As analysed previously in this journal [9],
Greece, Tanzania, and the World Banks’ Doing Busi-
ness indicators are negative examples and cases in point
here. Within this special stream, Radermacher offers an
in-depth insight into such governance effects and into
the desideratum of an overall data culture to emerge,
while Sabbati shows how these effects can be mitigated
within statistics-based knowledge products to inform
policy-making and decision-makers.

The above considerations show that statistical and
data literacy for policy-making goes beyond statistical-
numerical-technical knowledge, skills and capacities.
It is as much about understanding the context in and
purpose for which statistics and data are used as it
is about accepting the limitations of statistics and
data. It requires a particular transparency-of-evidence-
commitment and ethical standards to enhance the le-
gitimacy of political decision-making instead of jeop-
ardising it. Acknowledging this demand, institutional
practice across levels of governance increasingly un-
derlines the relevance of statistical and data literacy
in and for evidence-informed policy-making. Within
the European context, for instance, the Joint Research
Centre of the European Commission’s 2017 skills map
for evidence-informed policy-making [21] explicitly
refers to statistical and data literacy under various cate-
gories: “Communicating Scientific Knowledge”; “Evi-
dence gap mapping”; “Digital data visualisation”; and
“Infographic design” [21]. As specific requirements,
the map formulates “Basic skills for interpretation of
quantitative and qualitative data” and “Improved un-
derstanding of statistical data in various formats and
visualisations” [21].

Given the effects and perils of the use of statistics
and data in policy-making, the responsibility delegated
to actors engaged in politics by their electorates or insti-
tutions and the political power exerted by collective po-
litical action, statistical and data literacy is an essential
prerequisite for 21st-century policy-making. Political
actors need to be statistically and data literate to be able
to use statistics and data for the public good. They need
to understand the potential of and sensitivities arising
from the use of statistics and data and they need to have
the skills to identify their misuse.

4. What to find in the special stream?

The four contributions to this special stream describe
and analyse essential skills required for the use of statis-

tics and data policy-making as well as potential pit-
falls that accompany it. Some contributions also capture
the relevance of statistics and data for policy-making
and their impact on politics. All contributions highlight
the relevance of interests, preferences, motives, values,
ethics and goals for the use of statistics and data in
policy-making which opens the discussion to cognitive,
affective, and socio-emotional competencies as well as
interests and preferences. As a result, all contributions
underline the importance of a multi-dimensional skills
matrix in which several types of literacy are required to
understand and use statistics and data properly. The rel-
evant skills depend on an actor’s function and position
within the political process. Therefore, all contributions
share a focus on context in as far as they underline the
importance of understanding statistics, data and their
use in a politically, economically, socially and culturally
embedded way. Both the production and use of statis-
tics and data depend on societal demand, social and
technical standards, situational circumstances, political
practice and individual capacities.

Walter Radermacher analyses “Statistical Awareness
Promoting a Data Culture” [22]. Within his contribu-
tion, he characterises different existing data cultures;
describes value creation from data to knowledge; dis-
cusses the appearance of different ‘data worlds’ (e.g.
big data, official statistics, academic data); and intro-
duces the term ‘data culture’ to capture a particular so-
cial and political climate. In this climate he identifies “a
new threat . . . that the statistical logic of the past two
centuries is being replaced by a data logic” [22]. He
argues that “[s]tatistics and the significance of statistics
with the function of authority are disappearing from
the public consciousness and the political agenda. If
nothing takes over this role of statistics with the stamp
of officiality, the door is opened for any form of arbi-
trariness, not least also and especially on the basis of
data sciences and a new generation of data“ [22].

With this assessment he points to rising difficulties
of ‘understanding data’, emerging trends of ‘stipulat-
ing by data’ and the blurring lines between data pro-
ducers and data users. He, moreover, maintains that
the proliferation of data and data sources has triggered
the production and use of alternative forms of (non-
official) data and the emergence of “an approach that
relies significantly on decentralised competences and
processes” [22] that both render literacy concerns even
more pertinent. Identifying such negative potential of
datafication of societies, he underlines that statistics
within democratic policy-making “help to base deci-
sions on factual arguments, .. simplify conflict resolu-
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tion by eliminating the need to argue about some is-
sues (thus creating space for opinions, valuations and
decisions informed by those facts)” [22]. To be able
to exert this positive impact, those engaged in policy-
making (as well as society in general) need to dispose
of sufficient “[k]nowledge about data and knowledge
from data” [22], i.e. ‘understanding data’, and the nec-
essary skills to understand the opportunities, benefits,
risks, and limitations that characterise statistics. This
means, that users of statistics should have “a reason-
able understanding of what information product they
are being provided with, what its quality profile is, what
they can (or cannot) use it for, etc.” [22]. According to
Radermacher’s assessment, missing statistical and data
literacy can distort policy-making, as “[o]verestimation
leads to exaggerated expectations and disappointments,
underestimation to missed opportunities, risks on both
sides” [22]. In view of the instrumentalisation of statis-
tics and data, he identifies even bigger threats resulting
from misuses of statistics and immense socio-political
damage “if facts are influenced or manipulated with po-
litical intentions or if even the impression of arbitrari-
ness is created with so-called ‘alternative facts”’ [22].
While acknowledging the relevance of statistical and
data literacy in policy-making, he, therefore, highlights
that potential misuse can also result from strategic re-
flections and political interests and hence be intentional
rather than accidental. He suggests that “it can be ar-
gued that the virus of false and manipulated information
flourishes when the statistical literacy of the popula-
tion is at a low level” [22] and that “an improvement
in statistical literacy would be very good for politics,
both on the part of the population and on the part of
politics itself” [22]. We learn from his contribution that
“the aim must be to promote and nurture a culture in
which a conscious and experienced approach regard-
ing data and statistics has become the standard” [22].
Within his contribution, he advocates for the estab-
lishment of such a data culture that relates to gover-
nance, institutions and trust in support of ‘community-
building through data’, ‘governance of data’, and ‘gov-
erning by data’. He moreover focuses on the role of
official statistics and new data sources in politics and
for democracy; value creation from data; basic statisti-
cal and data literacy skills required in policy-making;
policy-makers dealings with changes in informational
ecosystems and emerging data logics; and the impact
of evidence-informed policy-making and missing sta-
tistical literacy on data use in politics.

Giulio Sabbati offers a practitioner’s guide to “Sta-
tistical and Data Literacy: A Practitioner’s View on

Policy-making: How to provide independent, objec-
tive and authoritative data and information for policy-
making” [23]. Asserting that “the use of statistics has
become a political power resource, and access to and
understanding of data is becoming more and more im-
portant” [23], he reflects on how statisticians and data
scientists can “make data talk to a broad group of peo-
ple, and ensure they are properly understood” [23] in
policy-making. In his reflections, he concentrates on the
role data scientists “working with or for policy-makers,
should play” [23] and “gives a practitioner’s view on
data literacy for policy-making . . . highlight[ing] the
steps that a data scientist follows to communicate in-
sights from data and statistics in the form of data visual-
isation and infographics” [23]. He does so based on his
experience from the European Parliamentary Research
Service, a supranational institutional science advice
body dedicated to the support of policy-making. Sabbati
discusses several types of data quality and analyses the
skills and capacities needed to master data communica-
tion in policy-making. He states that, in view of ‘argu-
ing through data’, ‘proving through data’, and ‘framing
through data’, for a data scientist in policy-making to
perform well, it is crucial to understand “what type of
information policy-makers need, or what is the right
format to communicate data and statistics to them” [23].
Turning to policy-makers, he confirms this relevance as
for them it is “important to recognise the skills needed
to understand the messages deriving from data, and
how data scientists can help them to understand such
data” [23]. His assessment underlines the relevance of
statistical and data literacy for policy-making across ac-
tor groups and throughout the policy process. Within the
practical section of his contribution, he takes us through
various aspects and steps of presenting the information
and knowledge elements of data. Giving practical exam-
ples from publications, his account captures collabora-
tion between statisticians and policy experts; data selec-
tion and analysis; topic framing and story-telling with
data; clear messaging; use of graphical representation
of data; colour coding; ethical concerns and misrepre-
sentation or misunderstanding of data in visuals; and the
relevance of methodology and metadata. He concludes
by highlighting that the “[c]reation of infographics is a
very specific task for a very specific profile; the result
of which benefits policy-makers” [23] and that in cre-
ating data-based publications for policy-making trust
between users and producers of knowledge products is
essential. “It is a two-way exchange of trust. The data
scientist, as first user, towards data producers; readers
towards the data scientist and producers” [23]. As the
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essential basis of this multi-directional trust, he sug-
gests that “[r]eliable data, clear messages and ethics are
certainly important” [23]. He, therefore, concludes that
“[b]eing aware of the steps in preparing an infographic
provides added value for policy-makers as the use of
statistics has become a political power resource, and
access to and understanding of data is becoming more
and more important” [23]. We learn from his contribu-
tion how a practitioner assesses and supports statistical
and data literacy in policy-making. He highlights the
steps a statisticians or data scientist is well advised to
follow in order to communicate insights from statistics
within data visualisation and infographics. Throughout
his contribution, he understands these tasks as provid-
ing essential skills or knowledge to those who cannot
work effectively with data themselves. He also focusses
on the underlying questions of what works well in com-
munication statistics in policy-making and highlights
perils for the use of data in policy-making.

Milo Schield proposes “Statistical Literacy: Seven
Simple Questions for Policymakers” [24] and offers
a complementary contribution to Sabbati’s suggestion
that “[a]sking questions and finding answers about data
gives you knowledge of the data itself; it is actually
ethical to do that, and ultimately will help you gain
trust” [23]. Schield emphasises that statistics are num-
bers in context and that policy-makers need to be aware
of this contextual dimension and the social construction
of statistics and data when using them in policy-making.
For an informed use, he states that “[i]nformation liter-
acy, data literacy and statistical literacy overlap when
they deal with data as evidence in arguments” [24] and
suggests that all three forms of literacy are “new areas
for many policymakers” [24]. He underlines that anal-
ysis and evaluation are common practices that policy-
makers are used to, but that statistical data seems to con-
stitute a special case in policy-making. “Most policy-
makers are used to facing new situations: situations for
which they have little prior experience. To handle such
situations, they ask questions. This is how policy makers
get the information they need. Unfortunately some pol-
icymakers are not used to asking questions about statis-
tics. In order to ask good questions policy makers need
to know something about statistics” [24]. An essential
component of the necessary knowledge about statistics
is to be able to differentiate statistics from numbers.
“Numbers are more like book-keeping: arithmetic oper-
ations that don’t involve assumptions or choices. Statis-
tics are different – very different. Statistics deal with
reality. It is easier to lie, to mislead or to prevaricate
with statistics. Statistics – certainly social statistics –

involve assumptions and choices” [24]. To effectively
use statistics and data as quantitative evidence, those
engaged in policy-making thus “need to untangle social
statistics from arithmetic numbers” [24]. He also rec-
ommends getting an understanding of the interests, mo-
tives, values, and goals for generating, selecting, pre-
senting and using statistics. Apart from ‘understanding
data’, these suggestions reflect elements of ‘framing
through data’, ‘arguing through data’, ‘stipulating by
data’, and ‘(ab)using data’ as discussed above. To en-
hance statistical and data literacy in policy-making, he
suggests seven essential questions in order to assess the
quality, information content and intention of the use
of statistics and data: (1) How big? How much? How
many? (2) Compared to what? (3) Why not a rate? (4)
Per what? (5) How were things defined, counted, and
measured? (6) What was taken into account? Is this a
crude association? (7) What should have been taken
into account? These questions identify seven basic el-
ements that can help policy-makers increase their un-
derstanding of statistics and data. Schield’s additional
advice is that “[t]he main thing is for policymakers to
treat statistics the same way they treat people. People
have motives, values and agendas. So do statistics – be-
cause they were selected, assembled and presented by
people who have motives, values and agendas. Statis-
tics are closer to words than to numbers. Yes, statistics
involve numbers, but statistics are numbers in context
and the words give the context” [24]. We learn from
his contribution that policy-makers “need to evaluate
quantitative evidence using the same skills they use in
evaluating other evidence. Ask questions!” [24] Within
his contribution, he points at the relevant aspects of
data collection, analysis, and interpretation relevant for
policy-makers to understand statistics and data.

Katharina Schüller extends the analytical perspec-
tive to “Data and AI Literacy for Everyone” [25]. Her
contribution helps understand various aspects and lay-
ers of data and AI literacy required, among others, for
‘governing by data’, i.e. taking decision based on data,
and for “deal[ing] with data in a conscious and ethically
sound manner” [25]. She highlights essential compe-
tences for digitisation and points at the problematic de-
lineation between different forms of literacy. Here, she
underlines that “[s]tatistical literacy, data literacy, infor-
mation literacy, and AI literacy are terms that are often
mentioned as essential competencies in relation to digi-
tization” [25], even though “there is the danger of defi-
nitions being deliberately extended because ‘data’ and
‘AI’ are becoming more and more fashionable” [25].
Her analysis helps us to understand various aspects of
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‘understanding data’ in terms of literacy requirements
of society as a whole when it comes to modern infor-
mation technologies and digital competences. She de-
fines data and artificial intelligence (AI) literacy as a
future skill and new element of ‘governing by data’
that goes beyond a set of technical skills in order “to
promote autonomy in a modern world shaped by data
and its application as well as new technologies like
AI . . . [that] is . . . important for all people – not only
for specialists” [25]. This future skill “encompasses a
set of cognitive, meta-cognitive, affective, and socio-
emotional competencies, which are grounded in uni-
versal moral values and enable individuals to face the
challenges of digital life and adapt to its demands” [25]
and to perceptions of what constitutes societal interac-
tion. From this encompassing understanding of ‘fram-
ing though data’ derives the relevance of data and AI
literacy for everyone in society. Based on a review of
existing frameworks and her own previous work [10],
Schüller proposes a standardised framework in order to
enhance data and AI literacy and “to create a common
understanding of data and AI literacy so that it can be
systematically included into curricula and educational
standards of schools, teacher training, higher education,
and further education” [25]. The framework needs to
“systematically cover the entire process of insight and
decision-making with data” [25] and hence cover a min-
imum set of foundational and cross-cutting data and lit-
eracy competences that are relevant at the individual, or-
ganisational and systemic level to support ‘understand-
ing data’, ‘observing through data’, ‘agenda-setting
by data’, ‘framing though data’, ‘governing by data’,
and ‘governance of data’. It “must include knowledge,
skills, and values for a conscious and ethically sound
handling of data”. The ultimate aim of this framework
is to inform educational activities across all levels of
learning and training to improve data and AI literacy
in society as “[t]he purpose of the framework is to fa-
cilitate the respective set of skills and competencies
to be taught as a transdisciplinary competence across
all subjects from three perspectives: the application-
oriented, the technical-methodological, and the socio-
cultural perspective” [25] and “can be acquired by all
people so that every individual, and our society as a
whole will be enabled to deal with data and AI in a con-
scious and ethically sound manner” [25]. It is designed
for both extra-curricular and vocational training within
the context of life-long learning activities and captures a
knowledge, skills, and attitudes/values dimension. The
contribution also shows how the app “City | Country
| Data flow” (“Stadt | Land | Datenfluss”) applies the

framework to adult learning. We learn from Schüller’s
contribution how to systemise and conceptualise com-
petence fields, abilities, and motivations when creating
value and knowledge from data. We understand that
personal level attitudes, values and ethics matter and
need to be taken into account when supporting statisti-
cal, data and AI literacy. We also learn that a new stan-
dardised framework “can serve as a basis for eventually
developing a convergent, coherent data literacy assess-
ment, measurement and impact evaluation framework
for the national, regional, and global levels that can help
to fill the empirical evidence gap on outcomes from
data literacy interventions and programs” [25]. Within
her contribution, she moreover focusses on the under-
lying questions of interdisciplinarity, data ethics, digiti-
sation and datafication, skills and competence profiles
and applied knowledge.
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